TO SWALLOW OR NOT TO SWALLOW…
Do guys find it sexy if a girl swallows their semen? Why?
To swallow, or not to swallow: that is the question! Before I answer the question from the guy’s
perspective, let me give men some dos and don’ts about blow jobs:
• Never assume it is OK to ejaculate in the girl’s mouth without knowing how she feels about it.
• Always let her know when you are about to cum in her mouth giving her enough time to decide if she
will go through with it or not.
• Don’t “force” her head with your hands. No one likes to be gagged.
• If it has been a while since your last orgasm, the load may be bigger than usual. Maybe wait another
time or you can always masturbate earlier that day.
• Experiment with your diet. Add fruits like pineapples and reduce the amount of coffee you drink. This
will change the taste of your semen.
• Give her feedback so she knows what you like. Make it sound sexy!
Always remember you are lucky that your penis is inside her mouth. Respect her likes and dislikes. But
mostly, behave like a gentleman…or else, she could bite!
Now, from the guy’s point of you, when a girl gives him a blow job and she continues even when he is
having an orgasm it makes him feel like you are accepting him completely. So if you swallow his semen,
emotionally or psychologically, your man will feel closer to you. Your partner sees it as a gesture of love.
Few guys love how dominant it makes them feel but this is not the majority. Some guys will love the
image that they are with a “dirty girl”, a “bad girl”. The taboo image/fantasy greatly intensifies the
pleasure. The answer men give to this question is that it is mostly enjoyable to them when it seems
enjoyable to the girl. So if you love giving him pleasure even during his ejaculation, he will love receiving
it.
I have mentioned how it feels in the guy’s head but what about physically? The skin on the penis is the
thinnest on the body of a man. Therefore it is easy to understand how sensitive that area is. Picture a
highly innervated shaft being rubbed or massaged rhythmically in a warm and well lubed environment.
Now add suction, pressure from lips and hands, friction from a dancing tongue… all of these elements
will drive him insane! So he is about to release and you decide you want to stay there… his orgasm will
be bigger because as he is ejaculating in your mouth and you continue sucking, it will create a vacuum
pump on top of all the friction, pressure, massage he is already experiencing. And all of this without
having to move!
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